Dean’s Honor Roll for Social Responsibility
Women and Men for Others
Heider College of Business

Compiled by Pamela Vaughan, Dean’s Office, pvaughan@creighton.edu and Maryanne Rouse, Student Advisor, maryannerouse@creighton.edu.

Which Ignatian Values Are Practiced?

Women and Men for Others: Participants serve the community in a huge variety of places and with many unmet needs, e.g. homeless, tutoring, service trips, and so on.

Cura personalis: Teaches care of the total persons served.

Magis: Students carve out required hours during the semester, often on top of a full academic schedule of classes, an internship, other campus responsibilities, and a job!

Faith that does justice: Individual service sites often lead to questions about needed systemic changes.

Program Statistics
Began in 1980
7 participants in 1994
117 participants in 2013
1170 Total since 2000

What Is the DHRSR?
A Heider College of Business program offers the opportunity for students, undergraduate and graduate, to gain recognition for doing service in the community.

Requirements:
Complete 24 hours of documented service in spring and/or fall semesters.
 Participate in a synthesis session that bolsters individual service through the reflective sharing of experiences and integrates service incidents in order to glean the wisdom from these encounters for the present and the future.

Above: Youth Leadership Omaha, a popular service activity for Heider students in keeping with the college mission statement “Guided by our Jesuit heritage we form leaders who use their business education to promote social justice and improve the world.”

Pamela Vaughan and Beverly Kracher, explain the DHRSR process.
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